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#EMEARC17
OCLC EMEA Annual Conferences

- Leiden, the Netherlands 2010
- Birmingham, UK 2011
- Cape Town, South Africa 2012
- Madrid, Spain 2013
- 2014
- 2015
- 2016
- 2017

- Frankfurt am Main, Germany
- Strasbourg, France
- Florence, Italy
- Berlin, Germany
OCLC EMEA Regional Council
7th Annual Conference Madrid 2016
Increased member activity

- First UK Member Forum (70 attendees)
- Bibliotheeksleitertag (200 attendees)
- Dutch Contact Day (375 attendees)
- National Library of Rome Event (70 attendees)
Together we can...

Integrate your library in the life of your users

Embed your library in the fabric of your community

Realize economies of scale by sharing data and resources
WorldShare® Management Services

ACQUIRE
Save time on selecting and acquiring

DESCRIBE
Get more time to catalog unique materials

DISCOVER
Help your users easily find and get resources

CIRCULATE
Streamline circulation tasks and reduce training time

SHARE
Automate borrowing and lending

ANALYZE
Support decisions about your collection

A complete, cloud-based system providing all essential library functions
Together we have built the fastest growing library services platform in the world!

500 LIBRARIES IN 5 YEARS

#EMEARC17
New institutes live with WMS since EMEARC 2016
First migration from SISIS-SunRise to WMS (2017)
What did we further achieve together in EMEA?
Metadata Management
CBS – Metadata Hub

WorldCat

National Libraries
Regional Centers
Transition to WorldShare

#EMEARC17
FRANCE
ITALY
Spain – Extended cooperation - extended services
Africa - South-Africa
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Middle East

9-13 October, round trip visiting United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar

Held 3 Seminars, attended by approximately 250 librarians
Signed Distributor Agreement with Edutech
Questions?